Get Ready for a Summer of Adventure

Dear educators,

Send students into summer with engaging resources to grow a love of learning inside or outside the classroom.

Spark curiosity about timely scientific research with the *Meet the Lab* collection. Then, head over to PBS LearningMedia to hear about the importance of inclusion from Billie Jean King.

Finally, be sure to submit your PBS Wisconsin Media Literacy Cohort application! [The deadline is June 14.](#)

Happy exploring!

Your partner in education,
Tawny Morrison
*Education Communications Specialist*
Real scientists, relevant research

Explore ways science touches everyday lives with the Meet the Lab collection. From virus investigators to visual communicators, students can see themselves as scientists as they meet researchers working to solve real-world issues. (Grades 6-8)

Kick off Pride Month with Billie Jean King

Legendary tennis player and activist Billie Jean King shares about the importance of inclusion in this video on PBS LearningMedia. It's a great way to start conversations around equal rights movements from the 1960s to today. (Grades 6-8, 9-12)

Last call for media literacy cohort applications!

The PBS Wisconsin Media Literacy Cohort is a fantastic opportunity to learn how to help students be more thoughtful media consumers and creators. Don't delay: applications are due June 14! (Grades K-12)

Behind the scenes at PBS Wisconsin Education
PBS KIDS Library Educator and Community Learning Cohort

That's a wrap! The PBS KIDS Library Educator and Community Learning Cohort showed off some delightful crafts at their final learning session. The cohort will meet at the summer's end to share their exciting summer projects.

PBS Wisconsin Education activates technology to serve learners and educators, because learning happens everywhere - the world is our classroom. We amplify your expertise - along with best practices in education - to nurture learning in Wisconsin’s classrooms, virtual environments and neighborhoods.